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A B S T R A C T

We propose a constitutive model to aid in the engineering design of semicrystalline polymer compo-
nents that may be subjected to biaxial impact loading. To this end, we investigate the thermomechanical
and failure behaviour of high density polyethylene (HDPE) under dynamic loading, both experimentally
and analytically. We have carried out dynamic tensile tests at 101, 102 and 103 mm/s displacement rates.
Digital image correlation (DIC) and infrared thermography were used to measure full 2D true strain fields
and determine specimen temperature rise during tensile testing. The results were used to calibrate the
constitutive parameters. To analyse the biaxial impact response, we have carried out falling weight impact
(FWI) tests at a 4 m/s impact velocity. We assessed the model prediction capabilities by comparing nu-
merical predictions with experimental results and good agreement was observed. The proposed model,
which aims to achieve a compromise between prediction accuracy and formulation simplicity, shows
that initial linear elastic response coupled with a temperature-dependent power-law viscoplastic flow
element and a non-linear strain-hardening element are sufficient to model biaxial stress scenarios.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

HDPE is widely used in a variety of high impact strength de-
manding applications such as load-bearing biomedical implants [1],
automotive fuel tanks [2], pipe protection for oil and gas transpor-
tation [3], industrial vessels and liquid food containers [4]. During
service, these components may undergo accidental drop or crash
loading. Thus, there is an industrial concern in predicting how these
parts will perform under such impact conditions. The traditional
approach when designing impact-energy absorbing components in-
volves costly and time-consuming trial-and-error tests on actual
prototypes [5]. A more recent strategy is the prediction of materi-
al response using computer-assisted finite element (FE) simulations
[6]. This approach is more cost-efficient and several commercial FE
codes are currently available. However, the complex non-linear
elasto-viscoplastic behaviour of plastics introduces several diffi-
culties in the experimental assessment and constitutive modelling
of polymer response. Hence, these fields remain under continu-
ous development.

A number tests are frequently used to determine the perfor-
mance of polymers under impact conditions including Charpy, Izod

and Falling Weight Impact (FWI). The instrumented FWI test is
specifically used to measure the biaxial in-plane tensile impact re-
sistance under out-of-plane loading conditions [7]. This test is of
technological interest since it develops a stress state in the speci-
menwhich closely represents the conditions that arisewhen loading
shell-like components such as those obtained by injection mould-
ing, extrusion or blowmouldingprocesses. However, to this day there
are no well-established direct procedures to use FWI test results
for determining material intrinsic behaviour quantitative structur-
al design and prediction. Consequently, FWI testing is mostly used
as a pass/fail test or to present comparative rankings of material
impact resistance [8]. An interesting non-conventional application
of the FWI is to use it formaterialmodel validation. That is, to assess
how well a model can predict deformation of a material outside
the conditions under which it was calibrated. An example of this
approach are the investigations carried out by Duan et al. [9,10], Du
Bois et al. [11], Polanco-Loria et al. [12] and Daiyan et al. [13].

Several investigations have dealt with the experimental deter-
mination of polymer phenomenological response. During tensile
testing, instabilities and inhomogeneities may be developed as a
result of the underlying yield properties of the material [14]. This
poses difficulties in the measurement of point-wise strain: to obtain
a correct determination of the intrinsic true stress–strain relation,
strain must be measured on regions sufficiently small to approxi-
mate the local deformation as homogeneous. The work of G’Sell et
al. [15–17] represented amajor advance in the determination of ther-
moplastics intrinsic behaviour by the use of non-contact optical strain
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measuring techniques. At the present, inhomogeneous 3D strain
fields can be measured with great accuracy by means of modern
digital image correlation (DIC) techniques [18–20]. Another diffi-
culty that may arise when testing at relatively high strain rates is
material temperature increase due to heat induced by plastic de-
formation. Depending on specimen geometry and testing velocity
the conditions can vary from isothermal to adiabatic. As a rule of
thumb, in typical uniaxial testing, strain rates above 10−2 s−1 are con-
sidered to produce adiabatic heating conditions [14]. Therefore, when
determining the intrinsic material response at high strain rates it
is also necessary to carry out point-wise temperature measure-
ments on the specimen [21].

Constitutive models developed for semicrystalline polymers
range from phenomenological models, which typically fit true stress–
strain curves using unidimensional equations [16,22], to tensor-
based 3D micromechanistic and physically-inspired models. An
example of the latter is the family of tridimensional models devel-
oped by several research groups [23–29] which have been refined
over the years to capture several features of polymer deformation
response including strain rate, temperature and pressure depen-
dence, post-yield softening, orientation hardening and unloading
and cyclic response. Nevertheless, The mathematical complexity of
these models is significant and their implementation in FE codes
is not straightforward [30]. Moreover, in some cases they require
the non-trivial experimental determination of a large number of con-
stitutive parameters. Relevant to the specific case of thermoplastic
polymers under impact behavior is the work of Polanco et al. [12]
whomodelled the dynamic response of polypropylene in the three-
point bending and plate impact tests using an advanced constitutive
model of the aforementioned kind. Their predictions showed good
agreement with experimental results. However, their study was not
focused at the prediction of failure behavior.

The use of advanced constitutivemodels can also be coupledwith
failure models formulated on a continuum level [31]. This means
that the microstructural features of the fracture process are omitted
and are only accounted in an averaged sense, over a “smoothed”
continuum element [32]. This approach has been recently consid-
ered as an alternative to more complex fracture mechanics
formulations, especially in practical engineering analysis. Failure
models of this kind often involve strain or stress based failure cri-
teria and is more conveniently used together with FE analysis. A
damage equation that is function of stress or strain tensor compo-
nents is evaluated at each material element in the FE mesh. When
the equation satisfies the failure condition, the element is consid-
ered as damaged and is either removed from the mesh or degraded.

Reasonably accurate results in the application of this technique to
engineering polymers have been reported in Refs. [33–35].

Despite the numerous advances in polymer mechanics, its appli-
cation to failure prediction of parts subjected to multiaxial impact
loading conditions is still rare in the literature. Thus, the objective
of the present investigation is the validation of a constitutive model
for HDPE that aims to achieve a compromise between prediction ac-
curacy and formulation simplicity. We analyse experimentally HDPE
intrinsic stress–strain behaviour at moderately high strain rates (in
the 10−1 to 102 s−1 range) and we use these data for model calibra-
tion. Then, we assess themodel prediction capabilities by contrasting
simulations with experiments with the aim of validating this mod-
elling approach as feasible predictive tool applicable in design.

2. Constitutive model

The constitutive model is based on the kinematic finite strain
framework of previous models for thermoplastic polymers pro-
posed by Bergström et al. [28,30]. The model consists of an
arrangement of 3 separate elements: a linear elastic spring acts in
series with a viscoplastic dashpot (network A), and a non-linear
Langevin spring acts in parallel to both (network B). The linear spring
represents the initial elastic response. The dashpot represents
pressure and temperature dependent viscoplastic flow. The Langevin
spring models the orientation hardening response at large
deformations.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic rheological representation of the con-
stitutive model. Since networks A and B act in parallel, the total
Cauchy stress tensor T is given by:

T T T= +A B (1)

The deformation gradient F ≡ ∂x/∂X, which relates the position of
a material point in the reference configuration, X, to the current con-
figuration, x, is given by:

F F F= =A B (2)

In addition, the deformation gradient in network A, FA, may be mul-
tiplicatively decomposed into elastic and plastic components [36]:

F F FA A
e

A
p= (3)

where the relaxed configuration, FA
p , represents an intermediate state

that is obtained by elastically unloading the material to a stress-
free state.

Fig. 1. 1D rheological representation of the constitutive model.
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The total velocity gradient of network A, L F FA A A= −� 1, can
be decomposed into elastic and plastic components:
L L F L F L LA A

e
A
e

A
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e

A
e

A
p= + = +−1 � , where L F F D WA

p
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A
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p

A
p

A
p= + is the velocity gradient in the current configuration.

Following Ref. [28], it is convenient to prescribe �WA
p = 0 to make the

intermediate configuration unique (note that this definition causes
the velocity gradient to be symmetric, � �L LA

p
A
pT= ).

The rate of shape change in network A, �DA
p , is constitutively

related to the driving stress by:

� �D
T

A
p p A=

′
γ

τ
(4)

where T TA A′ = [ ]dev is the deviatoric part of the driving stress state
on the relaxed configuration convected to the current configura-

tion and τ = ′ ′tr /[ ]T TA A 2 is the equivalent applied shear stress. These
expressions allow to express the rate of the plastic deformation gra-
dient as:

� �F F
T

FA
p p

A
e A=

′−γ
τ

1 (5)

It must be noted that a major simplification is introduced here
by assuming plastic deformation to be related to the deviatoric
stress only and, therefore, to take place at constant volume. We
know from our experimental results that this is not the actual case
(see Fig. 5 in Section 5). Despite this fact, we will assume that vol-
umetric dilation effects can be neglected when predicting the
macroscopical stress–strain response of an actual polymer
component.

Equations (1)–(4) define the general kinematics. The material-
specific behaviour is defined next by providing constitutive laws that
relate the acting stresses, TA and TB, with the deformation responses,
FA and FB.

The stress acting on network A is given by the linear elastic con-
stitutive law:

T E E IA

e

e
e

A
e e

A
ef

J
= + [ ]( )θ μ λ2 tr (6)

Here Je e= [ ]det F , E VA
e

A
e= [ ]ln is the logarithmic true strain or Hencky

strain (where V F FA
e

A
e

A
eT= ), I is the second-order identity tensor, μe

and λe are Lamé constants, the function f e
θ models linear temper-

ature dependence and is given by:

f qe e
θ θθ θ θ

θ
( ) = + −⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

1 0

0

(7)

where θ is the current temperature, θ0 is the reference tempera-
ture and qe

θ is the temperature scaling factor. The stress acting on
the non linear strain-hardening spring on network B is given by the
Arruda–Boyce eight-chain model [23]:

T B IB
L

LJ
J=

( )
( ) [ ]+ −( )

−

−

μ
λ

λ λ
λ

κh

*

*
dev *

L

L

1

1 1
1 (8)

μh is the hardening modulus, λL is the locking stretch, B FF* = −J T2 3

is the distortional part of the of the left Cauchy–Green tensor,

λ* tr *= [ ]B 3 , L− ( )1 x is the inverse Langevin function and κ is the
bulk modulus. It must be noted that the eight-chain model was orig-
inally developed to represent entropic hyperelastic behaviour of
rubbers and it has been also employed to model the hardening
behaviour of glassy polymers [23]. For semicrystalline polymers the
physical mechanisms producing molecular orientation hardening
are radically different [37]. However, the stress–strain curves for
semicrystalline polymers at large deformations closely resemble

those of glassy polymers and, for that reason, we will employ the
eight-chain model here.

Finally, we condensate all the phenomena resulting from plastic
deformation in a power-law relationship that relates the plastic strain
rate �γ p to the stress acting in the viscoplastic element:

� �γ γ τ
τθ

p
p

p

m

f f fp

=
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟0

ε
˘

(9)

where τ̂ is the shear flow resistance,m is the shear flow exponent
and �γ 0 1≡ s is a constant that is introduced to maintain dimen-
sional consistency [38]. f pε is a function that captures the initial non-
linear yielding response:

f f fp f f

p

ε

ε

ε
= + −( ) −⎡

⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥

1 exp vm

ˆ
(10)

where ε ε ε ε ε ε εvm
p p p p p p p= −( ) + −( ) + −( )⎡

⎣
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⎦2 9 1 2

2
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2
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2 is the applied ef-

fective Mises plastic strain, εi
p are the principal values of ln [Bp], ff

is the final value of τ̂ after initial yielding and ε̂ is the character-
istic transition strain. If the ff parameter is >1, true stress increases
after initial yielding, whereas ff < 1 would represent softening after
yielding. f p

θ is a function that models the linear temperature de-
pendence of the viscoplastic element according to:

f qp p
θ θθ θ θ

θ
( ) = + −⎛

⎝⎜
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(11)

where θ, θ0 and qp
θ are defined in a similar fashion to equation (7).

The use of power-law relationships to model the kinetic shear rate
relation in semicrystalline polymers has been adopted previously
in Refs. [24] and [28]. Finally, pressure dependence of the flow
element is given by the function fp:

f r rp t c= + −( )τ 1 (12)

where the parameter r is given by: r = 0, if ( tr vmT[ ] ≤ −σ 1); r = 1, if
( tr vmT[ ] ≥σ 1); or r = [ ] +tr vmT 2 1 2σ otherwise. The thermo-
mechanical parameters for the proposed constitutive model are
presented in Table A1 and the parameter calibration procedure is
described in Appendix A.

3. Experimental

The studied HDPE is a commercial grade HDPE 100. Samples for
tensile and FWI tests we cut from extruded sheets of 2 mm nominal

Table A1
Constitutive parameters for the proposed model.

Property Parameters Value

Elastic μe [MPa] 235
λe [MPa] 1821

Viscoplastic τ̂ [MPa] 9.81
m 16.8
ff 1.9
ε̂ 0.014

Hardening μh [MPa] 2.9
λL 4.5
κ [MPa] 2000

Pressure dependence τ t c 1
Temperature dependence qe

θ − 2.3
qp
θ − 0.36

Thermal ω 0.6
k [W/m.K] 0.49
Cp [kJ/kg.K] 2.2
θ0 [K] 293
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thickness. To verify the repeatability of deformation and failure re-
sponse, tests for each case and configuration were replicated 10
times. All tests were carried out at ambient temperature (20 °C).

3.1. Tensile tests

Dynamic tensile tests were performed on a MTS 852
servohydraulic damper test system using a 50 kN load cell. Tensile
dog-bone specimens with ASTM D638 Type I geometry [39] were
employed. Specimen gage section width and length are 10 mm and
130mm respectively. High rate tests were performed at 101, 102 and
103 mm/s nominal displacement rate1. A SavitzkyGolay filter was
applied to remove oscillations in the force signal introduced by the
inertial effects of the testing aparatus. Local true strain measure-
ments were obtained using a digital image correlation (DIC)
technique with an ARAMIS system (GOMmbH). Temperature evo-
lution of specimens during loading was remotely measured using
a ThermoVision A 320G infrared camera produced by FLIR systems.
The results of this testing combination are data sets containing local
values for true stress, true longitudinal strain, true transverse strain,
strain-rate and temperature.

3.2. Falling weight impact tests

Low-velociy FWI tests were carried out in an instrumented falling
weight testing machine (Fractovis Ceast 6700) using a 23.7 kg striker
mass and 4 m/s nominal impact velocity. In this test, a circular plate
specimen is placed horizontally and clamped on its outer edges by
an annular support of 40 mm diameter. Then, a vertically free-
falling spherical striker with a 6.35 mm radius hits the specimen
on its center (Fig. 2). A sensor measures the load on the striker and
records it as a function of time. Molybdenum disulfide (Molikote®)
lubricant was used on both the specimen and striker contact surfaces.

4. Finite element simulations

Simulations of the dynamic tensile and FWI tests were carried
out in ABAQUS/Explicit 6.12 using a fully coupled thermal-stress
dynamic analysis step which accounts for inertia effects, transient
thermal response and temperature-dependent material response.

Temperature evolution is calculated in ABAQUS by performing the
simultaneous integration of the momentum and heat transfer equa-
tions. This analysis allows to incorporate the inelastic energy
dissipation as a heat source into the thermal energy balance and
requires the specification of the material heat capacity Cp, thermal
conductivity k and the inelastic heat fraction, ω, factor. The consti-
tutive model is incorporated in ABAQUS as user material subroutine
VUMAT using the commercial PolyUMod® library [38]. An initial
uniform temperature of 20 °C was set in the entire geometry for both
cases.

4.1. Tensile test

The tensile specimen was modelled using 4640 C3D8RT, 8-node
continuum tridimensional hexahedral thermal-coupled, elements
(Fig. 3a). Symmetry conditions were imposed in the thickness and
width directions. The specimen gage and grip sections weremodeled
using 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm element sizes respectively. To mimic the
loading of the grips, zero displacement boundary conditions were
imposed on one end of the specimen, whereas a time-dependent
displacement was imposed on the opposite end, using tabular
displacement-time values from our experiments. These boundary
conditions were applied to the entire volume of the grip section to
better reproduce our experimental setting. A small imperfection con-
sisting of a width reduction of 1% was introduced in order to induce
necking. ALE (arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian) adaptive meshing
option was used in order to enforce a constant mesh density in the
neck where significant strain localization takes place.

4.2. Falling weight impact test

The FWI test was modelled using 10338 C3D8RT elements
(Fig. 3b). Element size at the disc central region is 0.2 mm and is
coarsened to 2 mm towards the edges. The striker was modelled
as an analytical rigid surface. Clamping of the specimen was mod-
elled enforcing zero-displacement of the nodes located along the
specimen outer-edge. Surface-to-surface contact interaction between

1 In this work, we use the term nominal displacement rate to refer to the cross-
head rate set in the loading machine, which is different to the true displacement rate
since the latter is not constant, i.e. it is affected by the inertial effects of accelera-
tion from an initial zero velocity state.

Fig. 2. Falling weight impact test geometry.

Fig. 3. Finite element mesh. (a) Tensile test. (b) FWI test.
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the striker and disc was defined using a penalty-based contact for-
mulation setting frictionless tangential behavior and Hard contact
normal behaviour options available in ABAQUS [40]. The initial striker
velocity was set as a boundary condition. Heat transfer between
the specimen and surrounding media (including the striker) was
neglected. The enhanced hourglass control and element distortion
control options available in ABAQUSwere included in order to prevent
simulation premature termination due to excessive element dis-
tortion. Material failure was modelled using the element deletion
technique available in ABAQUS/Explicit. This technique is known to
be mesh-sensitive and requires the use of an appropriately dense
3D mesh for predictions to be reasonably accurate [34].

5. Results and analysis

5.1. Dynamic tensile behaviour

The observed response of HDPE specimens tested at 101, 102 and
103 mm/s is summarized in Fig. 4. DIC strain measurements were
valid up to ≈0.6 true strain (Fig. 4a). Deformation is macroscopi-
cally homogeneous in the initial linear elastic region (1). At this stage
the response is mainly due to deformation of the amorphous phase
through the mechanisms of interlamellar slip, interlamellar sepa-
ration and stack rotation [41]. After reaching the yield point (2), the
material undergoes non-linear plastic flow where plastic deforma-
tion within the crystalline regions of the material is dominant [42].
At (3) initiation of necking is visible. Lamellar fragmentation and

beginning of fibrillation take place at this point [43], which is fol-
lowed by chain disentanglement at (4). Next, the material undergoes
stable neck propagation (points (4–5–6)) and eventually fails. The
temperature rise reaches a maximum value of ΔT ≈ 25 °C (Fig. 4d)
which remains constant during propagation of the neck. The main
features of material volumetric deformation can be observed in Fig. 5,
which shows Poisson’s ratio, ν, measured from DIC data as the ratio
of transverse strain to longitudinal true strain. Here, it can be seen
that deformation is not volume preserving (i.e. ν ≠ 0.5). Failure in
HDPE occurs before complete neck propagation.

Fig. 4. Thermo-mechanical behaviour of HDPE in dynamic uniaxial testing at 102 mm/s. (a) True stress–strain behaviour, the dashed line represents tendency after DIC
pattern breaks; (b) nominal stress–strain behaviour; (c, d) DIC camera images and IR measured temperature profiles along specimen gage, at different deformation stages.

Fig. 5. Poisson’s ratio evolution during dynamic uniaxial testing of HDPE at 102 mm/s.
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Tensile true stress–strain curves determined by DIC and the
model predictions are shown in Fig. 6. The constitutive model shows
good agreement with experimental curves. Fig. 7a shows the mac-
roscopic force–displacement tensile curve for the test at a 102 mm/s
displacement rate. Good agreement up to failure is observed. FE
simulations of the tensile test predict the essential macroscopic fea-
tures of the deformation response, i.e. initial homogeneous response
and neck initiation followed by stabilization and propagation. FE
predicted contour plots for themaximumprincipal logarithmic strain
εI are also presented in Fig. 7b. Maximum εI value at failure is
1.289. The applicability of using this value to predict failure in biaxial

impact will be addressed in the next section. Fig. 8 shows model
predictions of the temperature increase (ΔT) along the specimen
length for deformation stages 1–6 shown in Fig. 6. These curves can
be compared to the experimental results (Fig. 6d). The maximum
ΔT value and the general temperature distribution along speci-
men length are well approximated.

5.2. Falling weight impact behaviour

Fig. 9 presents simulation and experimental results for the FWI
test at 4m/s. In every case, specimen deformation presents drawing
and thinning followed by ductile tearing failure (similar features were
observed for HDPE in Ref. [44]). The dispersion in the tf observed
values is approximately 5%. Fig. 9a shows predicted and experi-
mental F–t curves. Model predictions show good agreement with
experimental results. Figs. 9b, 9c and 9d show εI contour plots at
time points 1, 2 and 3 (indicated on Fig. 9a). Maximum values for
temperature rise ΔTmax and strain rate �εmax are also indicated and
their location coincides with that of the maximum strain. In point
1, where the impact load is approximately 70% of the maximum,
the material is beginning to yield. Here, �ε ≈ −100 1s in the central disc
region, on the face opposite to the impact surface. Absorbed energy
is 19% of the total impact energy. When the specimen receives the
maximum impact load (point 2), εI ≈ 0 8. in the disc center and a
circular region approximately equal to the striker diameter is un-
dergoing plastic flow. At this point, 57% of the total impact energy
has been absorbed. However, the material is still not experiencing
significant orientation hardening. The strain rate has risen to
�ε ≈ −500 1s and from this point on, it will start to decrease. At the
failure point, tF, the maximum principal strain reaches 1.327 in the
disc center and orientation hardening has already taken place in a
large portion of material under the striker tip.

A first attempt at modelling HDPE failure was also carried out.
For this, we have employed the element-deletion technique (Section
4.2) using the εI value at failure observed in our simulations of the
uniaxial tensile test at 102 mm/s: εI =1 289. . Fig. 10b shows exper-
imental and predicted fracture patterns of the FWI specimens. Key
features such as failure initiation in the disc center, propagation of
multiple radial cracks and a permanent deformed cap base are well
predicted. A video animation of the deformation and failure sim-
ulation is available and accompanies the electronic version of this
manuscript paper (Fig. 11) and also show the predicted F–t curve.
Fair agreement with the experimental results of the global F–t re-
sponse is observed. Nevertheless, the information obtained in the
present investigation is not sufficient to define a suitable failure
criterion: a critical value for failure should be determined from
experimental measurements and confirmed under different stress

Fig. 6. Experimental vs. predicted stress–strain curves for HDPE under dynamic uni-
axial tensile loading at 101, 102 and 103 mm/s.

Fig. 7. Model predictions for HDPE dynamic tensile tests. (a) Experimental vs. pre-
dicted force–displacement curves. (b) Principal true strain εI contour plots at time
points 1, 2 and 3, at 102 mm/s displacement rate.

Fig. 8. FEM predictions for HDPE temperature increase (ΔT) during dynamic uni-
axial testing of HDPE at 102 mm/s. Each curve corresponds to deformation stages
1–6 shown in Fig. 4.
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states. To achieve this, future investigations should employ an im-
proved experimental protocol to measure deformation at larger
strains. In addition, failure under different multiaxial stress states
should also be experimentally assessed.

6. Conclusions

HDPE is among the most widely produced engineering poly-
mers worldwide and are increasingly used in impact-resistance
demanding applications. Biaxial impact scenarios are commonly en-
countered in accidental drop or crashing of shell, plate or hollow
geometry components. However, rational predictive tools applica-
ble in design of polymers to withstand impact loading situations
have not yet been thoroughly established. In this paper, we pro-
posed and validated a thermomechanical constitutive model that
aims to achieve a compromise between prediction accuracy and for-
mulation simplicity. Given the problem complexity, which includes
non-homogeneous strain rate, temperature and deformation field
distributions, the model is able to predict with fair accuracy the

experimental force–time curve of the falling weight impact test.
Therefore, we show that initial linear elastic response, coupled with
a temperature-dependent power-law viscoplastic flow element and
a non-linear strain-hardening element are sufficient to model biaxial
stress scenarios. In addition, we provide experimental infrared ther-
mography data coupled with digital image correlation to understand
temperature evolution during HDPE deformation at high velocity.
A first attemptwasmade atmodelling HDPE failure using an element
deletion technique. Fracture patterns and force–time curve are well
predicted. Nevertheless, the experimental information obtained in
this investigation is not sufficient to accurately identify a failure cri-
terion. Proposed future works include the validation of this model
to other loading geometries and its extension to incorporate the effect
of fillers such as rubber and/or mineral particles (typically added
to increase toughness) on the impact response.

More accurate field predictions should also be obtained by
incorporating strain rate dependence of the elastic response, tem-
perature dependence of the orientation hardening element,
volumetric component of plastic deformation and by refining the

Fig. 9. FWI model predictions for HDPE at 4 m/s. (a) Experimental vs. predicted force–time curves. (b, c, and d) maximum principal true strain εI contour plots at the time
points 1, 2 and 3 indicated in the F–t curve.

Fig. 10. Fracture aspect of HDPE specimens after impact testing: (a) tested specimen, (b) simulation.
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parameter calibration procedure, especially the temperature and
pressure dependence parameters.
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Appendix A: Determination of constitutive parameters

The constitutive parameters were determined by an inverse
method optimization procedure [45], which fits model simula-
tions to the experimental stress–strain and force–displacement

tensile curves, using the MCalibration® commercial software by
Veryst Engineering. The calibration was carried out in a sequenced
scheme as shown in Fig. A1: the elastic modulus was determined
from the initial region of the stress–strain curve in the 0 0 05< <ε .
range (Fig. A1a). The initial shear flow resistance τ̂ , the strain-rate
dependence exponent m together with the evolution parameters
for τ̂ : ff and ε̂ were determined in the 0 05 0 1. .< <ε range Fig. A1b.
Following the orientation hardening parameters μh and λL and the
temperature dependence parameter qp

θ were determined from the
stress–strain–temperature curves simultaneously in the 0 1 0 5. .< <ε
region (Fig. A1c). A final fine-tuning optimization run was carried
out calibrating all the parameters simultaneously using the com-
plete stress–strain–temperature curves set together with the 1 m/s
uniaxial force displacement (F–d) curve (Fig. A1d). The latter was
necessary since our true strain DIC readings did not capture the entire
deformation range. Poisson’s ratio was determined using the DIC

Fig. 11. Video animation of the FWI test simulation for HDPE including failure modelling.

Fig. A1. Schematic representing parameter calibration procedure.
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transverse strain data in the initial elastic region. Thermal proper-
ties k and Cp were taken from the manufacturer technical data
sheet. The value for the inelastic heat fraction ω was approxi-
mated from values determined for polycarbonate in Ref. [46]. Seed
values for the temperature dependence of yield stress were deter-
mined from the stress–temperature curves in Refs. [16] and [47]
(after final inverse fitting they showed a significant decrease from
their initial value). Values for the pressure dependency parameter
τ t c were determined from data available in Refs. [48] and
[49].

Appendix B: Thermodynamic consistency of the model

We demonstrate in this appendix that the proposed constitu-
tive model is thermodynamically consistent. To this aim, we begin
by considering the Clausius–Duhem inequality [50,51]:

ρψ ρηθ θ
θ

� �− + + ⋅∇ ( ) ≤T L
q x: 0

where ψ is Helmholtz free energy, η is the specific entropy, q is the
heat flux vector, T is the Cauchy stress, ∇x(θ) is the temperature gra-
dient, ρ is the density, θ is the absolute temperature and the symbol
(:) denotes the tensor inner product ( A B: = A Bij ij).

If we consider ψ, η, T and q to be dependent on the state vari-
ables { F F x, , ,A

p ∇ ( )θ θ }, the Clausius–Duhem inequality can be written
as [52]:
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(B.1)

Since this must hold for any process, η = − ∂θψ and ∂ =∇ ( )x θ ψ 0. We
can also express the stress in terms of the strain energy density,W,
as:
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F F
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1
J

W A
p

T
, ,θ

And therefore,
T L

F F
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F:
, ,

:=
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1
J

W A
pθ � . Replacing these terms in

Eq. (13) we obtain:
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p A
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We can express the strain energy density in terms of the con-
tributions from networks A and B:
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And therefore we can write an equivalent expression for TA

as:
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p: :� � , therefore the Clausius–Duhem in-

equality can be expressed as:
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Now, from Eq. (4) we have that � � �D L
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dev , therefore:
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To analyse the sign of this expression we turn to Einstein’s sum-
mation notation:
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which satisfies T LA A
p: � ≥ 0 since �γ p and τ are always positive. By

taking q K F x= − ( )∇ ( ),θ θ where K is a positive semi-definite heat
conductivity tensor, the dissipation inequality is automatically sat-
isfied for all thermomechanical processes.

Supplementary data

The following is the supplementary data to this article:
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